When Children Chat with Machine Translated Text: Problems, Possibilities, Potential
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ABSTRACT
Two cross-lingual (Nepalese and English) letter exchanges took place between school children from Nepal and England, using Digipal, an Android chatting application. Digipal uses Google Translate to enable children to read and reply in their native language. In two studies we analysed the errors made and the effect of errors on children’s understanding and on the flow of conversation. We found that errors of input negatively affected translation, although this can be reduced through initial grammar cleaning. We highlight features of children’s text that cause errors in translation whilst showing how children worked with and around these errors. Errors sometimes added humour and contributed to continuing the conversations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; Usability testing; User studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With modern communication technology, air travel, and globalization, the world has never felt smaller. However, as barriers of space and time erode, a small-world view raises awareness of individual cultures, identities, and their interactions. This is referred to by UNESCO as a “resurgent affirmation of identities”. Culture directs how individuals see themselves and helps locate the groups with whom they identify. Language is important for cultural identity but creates barriers to communication. People who speak different languages require a bridge or link so one can understand the other. Solutions include learning each other’s language (bilingualism) and communicating in a different shared foreign, or third, language. English is the most used second language in the world and is the most spoken language in the world [17] with twice as many speaking it as a second or third language than speak it as their first. In this way it has become a global language and there is great enthusiasm across many parts of the world to become proficient in its use. Whilst opening up communication across borders and lands is beneficial, one challenge with English is that its use internationally is seen by some as a form of cultural imperialism which erodes local identities and imposes a particular world view [8]. A second challenge with English as a foreign (third) language is that it creates an imbalance towards those with English as a first language and potentially dis-empowers non-native English speakers [6].

We are interested in communication using written (typed) text where the classic solution to different language communication is translation. Before machine translation (MT) was available, the disadvantages of translation were (a) the expense of good translators and (b) the time lag for translation [58]. But, MT has mitigated both these issues and is now widely used in business, leisure, and healthcare settings, where it enables communication between individuals with no shared language [28].
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Machine translation has difficulty in accurately translating meanings—especially with unstructured or poorly formed text and with minority languages [2]. Critics of MT also note the bias towards English and a potential for misuse [59]. Even so, MT has revolutionized the way adults manage language. Common examples include the translation of menus [19], social media [11], and websites [24].

Machine translation is not widely studied with children, but studies from recognition systems find that children are sympathetic to errors and poor or unusual translations [45, 46]. This is helpful as studies in text entry show that children make many errors when they write, and errors do impact translation [26, 27]. A positive side to MT for children in a chat-style application is that it occurs in real time, thus improving engagement. In addition, studies with adults suggest that errors in translation create a space for invention and creativity and thereby keep a conversation going on account of the ambiguity [31, 48].

Our work seeks to facilitate communication between children from different cultures and with different languages. We do not want this communication to erode cultures nor to provide lop-sided interaction. The study reported here, bringing children from the UK and Nepal together, aims to explore the possibilities for machine-translated text in a chat application for children. We explore current problems, offer possibilities for improving interaction, and highlight the potential of MT to bring children across the world together.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Children Writing

Children’s first communication is oral. When they first use a pen, it is as a tool that makes marks with no association with spoken words. As children approach pre-school, they explore the equivalences of spoken and written language [21], and then, with improved skill in using a pen and other writing tools, they explore the symbolic properties of spoken and written language [16]. By the middle of childhood, their speaking and writing become differentiated: Written texts lengthen and start to conform to the “rules” of writing [14]. Writing is a complex task that requires motoric mastery, knowledge of the symbols, language construction, and adherence to grammatical rules [4]. Children can generally say much more than they can write as writing is fraught with challenges, especially in regard to spelling norms. It is known that children change their intention in writing when, for example, they cannot spell a word [43]. Whether writing with a pen or a keyboard, spelling is a challenge for children [15].

Text entry (text input) is the process of entering text in a computer so it can be encoded (e.g., in Unicode) and then stored, manipulated, or presented [32]. Originally done with physical keyboards, today there are numerous methods including soft keyboards, as on smartphones, and recognition-based methods like speech and handwritten input. In all cases, text entry performance varies with experience [33]. Of the (numerous) text entry errors children make, some are a consequence of an inability to spell words [10], while others arise from mechanical errors like slips. It is important to note that without knowing a child’s intention, it is difficult to know if an error is a slip at the keyboard or a spelling error [27].

2.2 Nepalese Text Entry

Nepalese is the spoken language of Nepal and for written texts it adopts the Devanagari script, one of several scripts derived from Brahmic script, which, as early as the 11th century, became the default script for writing Sanskrit [7]. Brahmic scripts have consonants that follow an alphabetic style but vowels positioned before, above, and around consonant collections in a syllabic style. Of the four main writing systems (scripts) across the world, the Latin script (alphabetic) is the only one for which the Qwerty keyboard is well suited. Non-alphabetic scripts such as Logographic (e.g., Chinese), Abjad (e.g., Hebrew) and Abugida (e.g., Hindu) are poorly suited to standard keyboards but soft keyboards, with the potential for layering of menus and prediction, provide an option for them and have been explored within HCI [5, 34, 55]. Whilst there is specific research in HCI and elsewhere to build text input systems for Brahmic scripts [25, 34], with some using pen-based input [9], these initiatives are seldom commercialised. Consequently, most people using non-alphabetic scripts use phonetic writing systems.

Phonetic writing systems use symbols to enter the “sound” of a word; they are commonly used for non-Latin scripts (e.g., Brahmic). Whilst some languages have standardized phonetic equivalents (e.g., Chinese Mandarin Pin Yin [35]), most phonetic text entry is not bound by rules in the same way that native scripts are. That is to say, “spelling” rules are not applied. In these instances phonetic writing is in essence a transliteration of spoken language—bringing with it all the variations that existed before written standards were imposed [3]. Such phonetic entry is fine so long as both writer and reader see the same thing. An example from English is a phonetic typist writing “We wer out” which could be interpreted as “We wear out” or “We were out”. Children are known to use phonetic text entry in their interactions with mobile phones: For them, the various ways of “sounding out” a word are natural and relatively unstudied, but it is expected that this might impact machine translation.

2.3 Machine Translation, Children and Writing

Machine translation (MT) of language was first suggested in the early 1930s [60]. With the advent of AI, translation software is now highly available and adaptive. Google Translate (GT), first introduced in 2006, is the most-widely used translation engine and currently translates between 100+ languages. The translation is sentence-level, so when words are translated that do not make sense in context, one or more of the words are altered in order to create a meaningful sentence; this makes it ideal for “faithful” as opposed to “literal” translation [39]. Faithful translation retains the contextual meaning of the original whereas a literal translation is word-for-word translation where the target language copies the source exactly; this can result in clunky text with poor flow. GT has been evaluated in a range of academic papers, but these primarily target adult-generated text. Examples include evaluations of the effectiveness of GT for English into Bahasa [37] and from English into Arabic [23].

Using machine translation with phonetic text input generally requires a pre-translation process whereby a typist enters phonetic text and then accepts a native language written version of the intended words—as suggested by a language-matching program. An example is Baraha which converts phonetic typing into Indic.
script. To type the word “kal”, the user types KAL on a Qwerty keyboard and the word कल is displayed. This is referred to as transliteration – the process of expressing the sound of how a word is pronounced in the source language using the alphabet of the target language [1]. Research on Google Translate tends to focus on the errors, for example, “defective translation” [50] or gibberish [53].

Studies of Google Translate with children are rare, but tend to take a broader view. One study looked at GT’s use in the classroom to facilitate learning [13]. The usefulness of translation, as applied to children and their language development and socialization, is the main theme of our own work. In the context of children’s chatter, translation accuracy is not so important. The translation simply has to communicate essentials [38]. When nothing is especially essential, MT can be a tool for creativity and play. Literary experimentation is a playful approach where text is put into a translation tool with no expectation of a “correct” result [34].

In exploring cross-cultural chat with children, facilitated by machine translation (MT), we consider the ambiguity and uncertainty of automatic translation as something to work with rather than work against. Where there is uncertainty in a message, we are interested in how that might provoke a reply and keep the dialogue going. Our work seeks to instantiate machine translation in a pen pal application for real-time translated chat [12, 18].

3 THE STUDY

The aim of the present study is to explore possibilities for machine-translated text in a chat application for children. There were three research questions:

- RQ1 – How effective is GT at managing children’s writing?
- RQ2 – What features of children’s text impact translation?
- RQ3 – How do children react to MT text and does such hinder or help communication?

We answer RQ1 by studying accuracy and understandability of text translated from English into Nepalese. By correcting errors in inputted text we start to see how these errors impact on translation which contributes to RQ2. In a field study with children chatting online across two countries, we explore problematic words and symbols – looking at translations across both languages – this completes our work on RQ2. RQ3 addresses the context of example conversations that show how children appear robust and determined in the face of mistranslations. Ethical clearance for the study was obtained in the UK and Nepal.

3.1 Participants and Location

The work took place in the UK and Nepal with children aged 9 to 12. The first phase used writing gathered from 22 children from the UK with 36 children from Nepal reading that writing. The second phase, a field study, had 20 UK children and 38 Nepalese children engaging in online – almost synchronous – chat that was facilitated by Google Translate. Children’s gender was not collected but our samples included boys and girls. All the children were in mainstream school and were proficient in their own languages.

3.2 Apparatus

Children in Nepal used six identical Android mobile phones (Cubot Magic, with 5” display) and the children in England used six identical Android tablets (Samsung Galaxy Tab E, with 9.6” display). The bespoke Digipal app, built by the first author for this study, was preloaded onto the devices. Version 1 allowed children to enter text and then submit it to be translated and subsequently presented translated text to explore understandability. Version 2 live-translated text and showed it immediately to children in the second country; both versions included a built-in translation system (integrated Google Cloud translation API v3beta1) allowing each child to send and receive text in their own language. In the Nepalese version, the components (titles, labels, headers, etc.) on the app, as well as any received text, were shown in Nepalese. The Nepalese children used the Baraha keyboard which received phonetic input in a Latin script and translated it to Nepalese. Both the original and translated text were saved in a database along with sender and receiver IDs.

3.3 Procedure Phase 1 – Accuracy

Children in the UK worked in small groups in the University and constructed short letters to send to children that they had never met in Nepal. The letters the UK children wrote were converted into Nepalese by a Nepalese speaker to give what we refer to as a correct translation (CT). At the same time the letters were put through Google Translate to result in a Google translated version (GT). To explore the effect of children’s spelling mistakes and input errors on accuracy, each English letter was then corrected for grammar and then translated again using Google Translate to give a third string, GTC. We used a variation of the MSD (minimum string distance) statistic [52] to compute accuracy. This formula finds the error rate of Google translated text with small modifications whereby entered text is replaced by Google Translated text (GT) and presented text is replaced with by correct (human translated) Text (CT). Hence, the equations are

\[
\text{Error Rate, } ER = \frac{MSD(GT, CT)}{|CT|} \times 100\% \tag{1}
\]

and

\[
\text{Accuracy, } A = (100 - ER)\% \tag{2}
\]

MSD(GT, CT) is the minimum string distance: the number of edits (insertions, deletions, substitutions) to convert GT into CT. |CT| is the number of characters in CT.

We used a small script to compute accuracy; however, on poring the data into the script, where a synonym was found, this was manually adjusted prior to the calculation. This is standard practice in evaluating machine translation, taking the same approach as Papineni et al. [41]. Examples that were found (and resolved) included dad vs. father, mummy vs. mother, my school’s name vs. name of my school, and class vs. grade.
3.4 Results: Accuracy of Google Translation from English to Nepalese

The accuracy of the Google translation of the English letters was calculated using Eq. 2. Table 1 shows the full results for the 22 letters, where,

- |CTE| = number of characters in correct (human) translation
- |GTE| = number of characters in Google translation
- A = accuracy (see Eq. 2)
- % Gain = increase in accuracy from uncorrected to corrected

It is clear that the MSD edit distance varies by letter, with accuracy varying from 39.5% to 68.6%. The average is 54.8% but the high standard deviation of 6.97 indicates the data are scattered out from the mean which is probably a feature of children’s writing. Even after correction for grammar, none of the translations were 100% accurate. Statistically, the results before cleaning ($M = 54.8, SD = 7.0$) and after cleaning ($M = 65.1, SD = 8.5$) indicate a significant improvement in accuracy, $t(21) = -7.36, p < .0001$.

3.5 Procedure Phase 1 – Understandability

Measuring understandability is complex. Readability is one metric that can be applied to text as a predictor of the information success-fully conveyed to a larger population when people are trying to access it [40]. Readability is often seen as a proxy for understandability, but readability is independent of the human reader, it is a predictive measure with well understood metrics such as the Flesch reading ease metric [29].

Comprehension can serve as a proxy for understandability, where comprehension is measured in a variety of ways. An example is Taylor’s Cloze (from “closure”) technique, where a text is read and then a reader "fills in" missing words relying on contextual factors in the text [56]. Retelling a story is another method used to measure understanding [49]. Critiques of retell highlight that students have to recall information, organize it, then possibly draw conclusions; but, with short texts, retell does not suffer from these limitations [30, 47]. Retell is scored in many ways but the most common is to count idea units that were recalled and to present these as a proportion of idea units that were presented (e.g., [36, 54, 57]).

With translated text, there is no confirmed method to quantify understandability. Hassani [22], asked readers to rate the understandability of text using terms like “slightly understandable”. Rossetti and O’Brien [51] used readability scores as well as retelling (as described above) to measure understandability of machine translated text with teenagers. Given the lack of a single standardized technique, we chose to combine a retell method with an idea-counting metric to determine understandability. The letters the children in the UK wrote each generated two translations, one from uncorrected English (GT) and one from corrected English (GTC). We considered understandability from two angles: predicted understandability and experienced understandability. In line with Miller and Keenan [36] and others, we accept that a sentence might contain one or more key pieces of information and that understandability could be measured by counting this information and seeing how much of it was understandable to the child after the translation process. Given that we were working with children’s writing, and that the writing is often error prone, even at the point of entry, we determined a “predicted” understandability for each of the 22 letters based on the extent it made sense to an adult reader.

Experienced understandability was measured by asking children to inspect what they saw and to describe this to a third party drawing from Reed and Vaughn [47] and Roberts et al. [49]. For this part of the study, children in Nepal were allocated letters to read (half were from corrected text and half from uncorrected text) such that each UK letter (having been translated into Nepalese) was read by three or more Nepalese children. To explore the effect of children’s spelling mistakes and input errors on understandability, comparisons were made across the scores for understandability from these corrected and uncorrected outputs.

The Digipal app was adapted to display the translated children’s letters and prompt the children to describe the contents of these letters to a third party. The children looked at as many different letters as they could in 10 minutes, the letters were presented in the app in such a way that all the letters were studied roughly the same number of times. The children were asked not to copy the same text but to write what they understood instead. In determining if a child understood a piece of information, we happily accepted synonyms as being matched (as per [51]), and we ignored spelling mistakes and small grammatical mistakes.

For each text, we considered how much information it included and made a count. We refer to IO as the number of individual items of information in the original writing. In this example, “My name is Jack. I live in England, and I am 7 years old.” there are three items so IO = 3. Once a letter was translated, the translation might have fewer items of meaningful information, as seen in this example:

Original text in Nepalese: मेरो नाम ढेबुले हो मा वक्तमा ६ मा पादुम लिमा यो तो

Correct translation: My name is Dhiwak Bhujel. I am in class 6. Which one are you in?

Google translation: My name is Bhujel in class 6 how much is it to show?

Here, IO = 3 as the original contains three pieces of meaningful information: name, school class, and a question. The Google Translation appears to have only two pieces of meaningful information as “how much is it to show?” makes no sense. This “predicted” number is referred to as IT (information in translated version).

3.6 Results: Predicted Understandability of Translated Letters

See Table 2. In the table,

- IO = number of items of meaningful information in original letter (before translation)
- IT = number of items of meaningful information in translated letter
- ITC = number of items of meaningful information in translated corrected letter
- % Gain = increase from uncorrected to corrected
Table 1: MSD edit distance, accuracy, and % gain of Google Translation of English letters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Human Translation Uncorrected</th>
<th>Machine Translation Uncorrected</th>
<th>Machine Translation Corrected</th>
<th>% Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>GTE</td>
<td>MSD</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>64.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>59.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E14</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E16</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E17</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E18</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E19</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E20</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E21</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E22</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>240.1</td>
<td>214.4</td>
<td>111.3</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>110.6</td>
<td>112.0</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, meaningful information was lost when letters were translated. Correcting before translation resulted in more meaningful information being retained. Note that, for example, E12 began with ten items of information; one was lost when translated and then regained when the letter was corrected. This letter was written as follows: “My name is Anon. I live with my brother, mummy, daddy and me. I have a hamster and 2 fish. My favourite food is stew and barbeque pork ribs. My school is St Anon c of e primary school. I’m in year 5. My favorite sport is dancing and drama. We make money by lots of different ways. Our school is surrounded by countryside and shops.” The poor punctuation resulted in lost information when translated which was restored in a grammar-corrected version (capitalisation, full stops, etc.).

3.7 Results: Experienced Understandability of Translated Letters

Each child’s retell was examined by the research team and scored based on the count of the items of meaningful information retained from the original (English) letter. A score was calculated for each letter by taking averages from all the children that looked at the 44 (22 uncorrected and 22 corrected) versions of the letters – note that no child looked at the corrected and uncorrected versions of the same letter.

See Table 3. In the table,

- IC = number of items of meaningful information retold by children from uncorrected letters (as an average)
- ICC = number of items of meaningful information retold by children from corrected letters (as an average)

Note here that the columns show what percentage these represent as percentage of the original, as in written in English (IO), were retained and percentage of the predicted expert view of the translation (IT or ITC) were retained.

Of interest here is that in some cases the predicted understandability was lower than the experienced understandability – that is to say the children, on average, understood more than the grown ups had – this may be because the children were more willing to guess at meanings. Cleaning improved translation and thus improved understandability – but not by much. It is worth noting that over a third of the letters retained all the meaningful information from start through to translation and to retell. This is encouraging.

3.8 Procedure Phase 2 – Conversation

For phase 2, two of the authors positioned themselves with children in two locations. After ethics clearance and the completion of consent processes with the children, parents, and schoolteachers in these venues, all the children were met one day before the activity to ensure they fully understood what they would be doing the next
Table 2: Number of items of meaningful information conveyed (IO), remaining in the translated letter (IT) and in the corrected translated letter (ITC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Letter</th>
<th>Uncorrected GT IT as % of IO</th>
<th>Corrected GT ITC as % of IO</th>
<th>% Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average 7.32 2.94 95.06 7.14 97.98 3.66

SD 3.01 2.94 8.01 2.92 4.47 8.97

day (which would be writing to a child in Nepal or England) and to ensure there was no uncertainty.

On the first day of the main activity, one researcher (the first author) and two volunteers began the study in the Banepa School around 09.00 local time (+4:45 GMT). Due to there being only six mobile devices available, the children took turns writing their letters. Each child was given a unique user ID (user 2, user 4, user 6, and so on) and asked to remember this for later. The children logged on and started writing their first letter, introducing themselves to the children in the UK. They were encouraged to ask one or more questions to the UK child in order to encourage a reply. Once a child finished, the writing was quickly checked (to ensure it was appropriate and enough words had been written), the child pressed send and he/she then passed the device to another child so that all the children were able to send their first letter.

Meanwhile in England, one researcher (the second author) and a volunteer teacher started the day at 09.00 local time (GMT). Due to the time difference, the letters from Nepal had arrived and so in England the children began by answering those letters. Six children at a time could see and reply to letters due to once again only having a limited number of mobile devices. These children had odd-numbered logins (user 1, user 3, user 5, etc.) such that user 1 and user 2 would write to each other, and user 3 to user 4, and so on. The children in the UK receiving letters were asked to read carefully and try to understand what was being said (even if there were mistakes). Then they introduced themselves, answer any questions and ask what they wanted to know about the child who had written to them. Similar to the protocol in Nepal, once finished, the writing was briefly checked, and the child then sent the letter and handed the tablet to the researcher for another child to use.

At the end of day one in Nepal, all the children had written a first letter and half of them also got a chance to read the reply to it and write a second letter. By the end of day one in England, all the children had received one letter and written one letter as a reply. On day two, similar activities continued. At the end of this day all the children had exchanged at least two letters each. Some had exchanged three letters and one pair shared four letters each.

Whilst the earlier phases of this study had shown us that grammatical errors, spelling mistakes and entry slips all affected translation accuracy, the earlier work did not look individually, across naturally occurring chat-based text, to see where errors were made. Just as for text input, when we do not know the intent of a child, we cannot be sure whether they have made a mistake at the point of entry. Note that in this study, the Nepalese children wrote using a phonetic keyboard add-in to the app, from the Google Play Store and so spelling mistakes were unusual as they had to type the sound of a word and then the keyboard suggested words that “should” have been spelt right. As the child wrote a word in Latin script (as it sounded), the native Nepalese word appeared. If the word was wrong, other words were available to pick from. An error
Table 3: Number of items of meaningful information retold by children for uncorrected (IC) and corrected (ICC) texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Uncorrected Understood</th>
<th>Corrected Understood</th>
<th>% Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC as % of IO</td>
<td>IC as % of IT</td>
<td>IC as % of IO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>81.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E14</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E16</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E17</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E18</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E19</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E20</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E21</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E22</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>90.09</td>
<td>94.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can occur if the phonetically typed word returned the wrong word in native Nepalese but the child does not realize it. For example, if the child meant to write “win” – for which the phonetic typing is probably “jit”, but by writing “git” the Nepalese word for “song” appeared. If the child realized the error, he/she could select the right word from the suggestion box. Another problem occurs if the phonetically typed word is wrong and does not result in a clean match in Nepalese. Then, the app might not return a Nepalese word at all. Because of this extra layer of input, it has to be noted that for Nepalese, there are three strings for each letter segment:

- **IPT**: inputted phonetic text
- **CNT**: converted Nepalese text
- **GTE**: Google translation to English text

Because we did not capture the input string at the app, we can only consider translation effectiveness at the level of CNT to GTE. The translation from English to Nepalese was direct without any phonetic rendering introduced. Therefore, there are just two strings for each letter segment:

- **IET**: inputted English text
- **GTN**: Google translation to Nepalese text

In this phase we lined up inputted English text and converted Nepalese text with their translated equivalents and, iterating back and forth and using a codebook that evolved during the analysis, sought to understand WHAT had made the error rather than to compute an error score. We were particularly interested to find which errors were common. We then looked at individual conversations across the two countries to explore the effect of errors on the conversation. We present the results in three main sections. First, we describe the composition and presentation of the texts and highlight our findings in relation to inputted children’s text. Then, we look at the effectiveness of translation as afforded by Google before finally exploring the effects on conversation and flow.

3.9 Results: What was written

There were 190 letters exchanged, consisting of 111 Nepalese letters and 79 English letters. All the children exchanged at least two letters each. Some exchanged three letters, and one pair managed to send four letters each. Spelling mistakes were seen in about 20% of the letters – examples included “defrent” for “different”, “lot’s” for “lots” and “over” for “other”. Sometimes children missed putting in spaces which resulted in non-words, for example, “Xboxand” and “pcand”.

We accept that in assuming the text is not what the child intended, we are making some judgments [32]. We assume here that the child intended to write “but” not “buy” (most probably a typing slip given the proximity of t to y on the keyboard):

- **IET**: I used to have a dog buy he died.
- **Google output**: म एउटा कुकुर किन्नको लागि प्रयोग गर्ने
- **ृ मरेको थियो**
• HTE: I used to use a dog for buying he had died

In this second example, a probable spelling error simply resulted in Google deleting that word.
• IET: What relogan do you have?
• Google output: तपाईंलाई गुरुका छ?
• HTE: What do you have?

In both these cases, which were typical, it is clear that the writing seen by the recipient did not convey the meaning as intended. Input slips creating unintended words and spellings were the ones most likely to affect the success of Google Translate. Additional words that are small and missing punctuation had little effect. Given that Google does smart translation a small mistake in the child’s writing could have a significant effect on the meaning conveyed.

3.10 Results: Translation
3.10.1 English to Nepalese. Here, due to space limitations, we highlight only those errors encountered on multiple occasions. Number translation was problematic and Google Translate often (8 instances) deleted the number as illustrated.

- IET: Written text: I am 9 years old.
  - GTN: Google output: मैं 9 वर्ष के हाँ। (HTE: I am years old.)

  Pronouns were not always correctly translated, as in the following example:
  - IET: Written text: What food do you like
  - GTN: Google output: मलाई क्यों पस्ने हो (HTE: What food do I like)

Place names and proper words were problematic (7 instances). The word “England” stayed in Latin script in the Google translation as shown here:

  - Google output: मैं इंग्लैंड भिक बस्कु। (HTE: I live in Englandland)

When a “proper” name also had a non-proper meaning – the name was translated not as a name and therefore did not make sense in the context.

- IET: Written text: My teacher’s name is miss pickles.
  - GTN: Google output: मेरे शिक्षकको नाम मिस जिसिएको अचार हो (HTE: My teacher’s name is miss mixed pickles)

3.10.2 Nepalese to English. Errors seen were similar to those in the English letters. There were 92 instances when Nepalese numbers (written in digits) were translated to a different number than intended.

- CNT: Written text: मौलिक भाषा भर्ने भएँ।
  - HTE: Expected output: I am 13 years old.
  - GTE: Google output: I am 3 years old.

There were also problems with personal pronouns probably as there are no gendered pronouns in Nepalese and GT was not able to figure which one to match based on the context.

- CNT: Written text: मेरो नाम भाँडौ २९ गाले भएको हो।
  - HTE: Expected output: My mother’s name is Januka Timalsina. She is 32 years old.
  - GTE: Google output: My mother’s name is Januka Timalsina. He is 3 years old.

Nepalese months were translated wrong every time (eight in total), possibly due to the different calendar system in Nepal and to Google Translate’s inability to map them correctly.

- CNT: Written text: मेरो जन्म भद्र २९ गते भएको हो।
  - HTE: Expected text: I was born in Bhadu 29.
  - GTE: Google output: I was born in August 29. (NOTE: which is wrong)

Many Nepalese people or place names were translated incorrectly (11 instances) with the output giving a meaning associated with the name, rather than the name itself.

- CNT: Written text: मेरो नाम विशाल पठाक हो।
  - HTE: Expected output: My name is Bishal Pathak.
  - GTE: Google output: My name is huge reader. (NOTE: both name and surname have meaning)

An interesting case of a Nepalese word being incorrectly mapped wrong was “momo”, this is a popular food that was frequently mentioned in Nepalese children’s letters. There were 22 times where this noun was translated to a variety of terms in English, for example, “me”, “mum”, and none of them fit properly in the context. This change of meaning resulted in very strange sentences, such as “my favourite food is mum”, but the receivers continued the conversations by echoing something similar. For example:

- CNT: Written text: मेरो मात्र खाना मम: हो।
  - HTE: Expected output: My favourite food is momo.
  - GTE: Google output: My favourite food is mum.
  - Reaction: My favourite food is tuna.

We postulate that one reason “momo” was translated in so many different ways was because it was unknown to the translation software and so the software made a guess. This is both a drawback and in other cases a strength of a smart translation application. Sadly, the software never managed to substitute a food name for “momo”.

3.11 Results: Conversations

The letters in both languages, though “written” were actually short (on average 51.1 words) and casual. We can consider them “written conversations” or even “transcripts” of children’s conversations, though the “transcription” was done by children themselves. Letter conversations usually started with identity of speakers, such as names. Children were aware of the social functions of taking turns,
and often explicitly used prompt questions to invite the hearer (re-
cipient) into the conversations. Looking at this example we can see how the conversation continued even with breakdowns of mean-
ing. We note – see emboldened text – that the question from letter two about the national animal is answered in letter three, and that the stream about a dog is continued through the letters. Teams (assumed to be football) are also carried through the conversation. Note, to protect identities, we substitute for original names.

1. IET: Hi my name is Danny I live in England and have a big house it is very cold here but very nice I live in a big town there is a shop down the road to buy stuff and a big park it is nice talking to you bye bye
2. MTE: I am very happy that the Dhanbad team has said this. I have a yacht pet dog. Ma Cha is from Nepal. The name of the mine is ma’am. The name of our national animal is the cow. What is the national animal of your country?
3. IET: the national animal is a lion I used to have a dog buy he die so I’m going to get a Shiva puppy my favourite football team is Liverpool and I hate Manchester they are rubbish my favourite things are my Xbox my phone my toy gun my Nintendo switch my teddy and blanket and my family I have a best friend best friend called John Smith nice talking to you see you later bye bye
4. MTE: I do not have a dog slaughtered even once. Name of your Facebook ID. I am capable Thapa. I like your face. My face is fine. How is your dog? I’m fine.

Translation sometimes created confusion and resulted in a ques-
tion which would open up a conversation. The confusion is resolved and the two are amicable.

1. My favourite pet is a cat. (MTE: My favourite belly is a cat)
2. Do you eat cat? Do you want to be best friend?
3. No I like cat. Yes I want to be friend.

Humour is seen in several of the exchanges and comes directly from the translation:

1. Do you watch logan paul? (MTE: are you logan paul?)
2. I am not logan paul. (MTN: I am logan paul)
3. Why are you Joking, you are not logan paul.

From this example it is seen that the children were robust enough to deal with translation errors which provoked questions, lead to humour, and created divergence. The key observation from looking at all the children’s conversations was that translation errors did not interrupt the process and often supported continuation.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Methods to study Translation with Children’s Text

In our work we have applied two measures, one for accuracy and one for understandability. Our position within this paper is that we consider the measures to be appropriate but do not claim them to be optimal. In choosing a CER measure for accuracy we accept that this has limitations. Accuracy measures for translation are relatively new but in line with the assumption that translation can never be entirely accurate, many measures currently used apply a variety of layers to ensure that when a translation moves words around or loses some local idioms, it can be automatically scored. Understandability was measured using retell, mainly as this was easy for children to do and had, as per [47] and others, been reported as suitable for use with children. In future studies we would suggest a triangulation of methods for understandability as it could be argued that in our case our measure was relatively coarse grained. Given the short length of the letters in our case, retell was manageable. Our intention in measuring understand-
ing was also to apply a method that could be used in a classroom that limited the possibilities to confer and chat about what the children had read. At the same time we wanted a relatively fun activity and it was observed that the children reading the letters, who were in Nepal, enjoyed using the technology and were keen to read as many letters as possible. We have highlighted the tension around whether understandability should be computed aligned to the child’s initial writing or to the ‘predicted understandability’ of the translated text. We argue that the latter of these is a more appropriate measure of the effectiveness of the translation software than the former, therefore, with children’s text, we recommend that predicted understanding should be computed.

4.2 Answering the Research Questions

4.2.1 How effective is GT at managing children’s writing? Whilst ‘accuracy rates’ were low (M = 54.83, SD = 6.97), these were improved by cleaning the inputted text in the way a simple grammar / spell checker might clean (M = 65.1, SD = 8.5). Understandability was better preserved in the main with rates of (M = 90.1, SD = 10.32) when compared with uncorrected children’s inputted text rising to (M = 97.1, SD = 3.82) when compared with grammar corrected text with nonsensical information uncounted. These figures point to the gains that can be made when children’s writing is corrected before translation whilst also recognising that some of children’s writing will be without meaning. Whilst not unique to children, the field study showed how Google Translate had difficulties with proper nouns, pronouns, and numbers. The faulty translation of months was unexpected and probably noticed due to the signifi-
cance of birthdays and ages to children. Similarly, the confusion over “momo” was child-related and is unlikely to occur in busi-
ness communication. It was something GT had just not learned. For those designing MT, we recommend more work on collecting corpora of children’s writing and potentially having options for age-targeted translations.

4.2.2 What features of children’s text may impact translation? Chil-
dren made many mistakes. Input slips creating unintended words and spellings clearly affected the success of Google Translate. The field study, and the understandability scores, highlighted that missing punctuation had little effect on overall meaning and also showed how small words could be lost or gained without too much con-
cern as children could read between the lines. This is referred to in the literature as “gisting” [20], and is common with translation systems – the child only needs to make sense of what they see. In a few cases, given Google’s smart translation, a single mistake could have a significant effect on meaning. Auto spellcheck could help avoid some, but not all, of these problems. Children could be alerted to wrongly typed words by adding a speak-out option before sending messages. Some of the words used – names of local
food “momo”, and many of the types of words used; place names, family names, months, and ages, appeared to exacerbate translation problems. This suggests that the content of children’s writing, as well as the product, has to be considered. Until such time as MT includes options for child content, it is wise to build systems that encourage spelling out words and parenthesize proper nouns, so they stay untranslated.

4.2.3 How do children react to MT text? – Do such texts hinder or help communication? In answer to RQ3 we note that machine translation did not hinder communication. Where translations were strange, this did not break the communication; indeed, it often kept the conversation going. We see this as a good example of prismatic translation [44], where translation opens rather than closes and in which errors become a creative experience. Children’s translated texts must be checked, since it is problematic for children to see auto-translated text without an adult filter. This is possibly something that needs building into any interface.

4.3 Children’s Experiences

We cannot conclude the discussion on this paper without considering the experience of the children and the potential that MT brings to cross-cultural inter-lingual conversation for children. The initial study held the interest of the children in both locations – writers in the UK, readers in Nepal, but the final study was entirely different. In the two venues the children were visibly and audibly excited when they found that they had had a “response”. Reading that first response, and replying to it, was probably the first time any of these children had communicated directly, in their own words, with someone so far away. There was chatter and laughter as they tried to make sense of what had been sent to them. It was a joy to hear the children share, in spoken words, what their own “twins” abroad had sent hem. Whilst there are e-systems that allow children to talk with one another in different languages, these are primarily aimed at developing second language skills rather than child-child communication and the preservation of local language [42].

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We described a study across two countries with children communicating in their own languages and facilitated by Google Translate. Translation accuracy was measured before and after grammar and spelling correction of children’s writing, and understandability of translated text was measured using retell by children receiving the translated text and by comparing this with the original text. In a field study the causes of low accuracy in translation and the effect of misunderstandings were explored and this showed that children could continue conversations in spite of, or even along with, miss-translation. Some errors were due to differences in the structure of the languages (e.g., pronouns) and others by the absence of proper names in the dictionaries. This confirms criticisms that translation software favours Western alphabets and Western languages [60].

The multiple different translations of “momo” exposed GT’s use of context when word-for-word fails. This had the unintended consequence of implying one of the children had reverted to cannibalism! Translation software, when applied with children, must be handled with care, as with children searching the Internet [15].

We developed methods to use with children to explore translation software and reported quantitative and qualitative data that are useful as a benchmark in future studies. The choice to study English to Nepalese language was borne out of the first authors’ desire to see Nepalese remain the language of the Nepalese people in a world where English pervades. The relative success of the field study with children communicating synchronously with Google Translate as a facilitator is encouraging for further similar systems. Nepalese is not one of the most used Google languages and this probably helped expose limitations in automatic translation for less common languages used around the world. In addition, this study used children’s writing which is itself problematic for systems built with adult users in mind.

Having shown that error correction at the outset of text input can improve both accuracy and understandability we would recommend this be incorporated into children’s translation interfaces. We would also recommend that the input interface include a way of highlighting proper nouns that should not be translated. For machine translation experts, we encourage a possible children’s setting that might favour their “sort of” language when applying smart translation. Our own further work is expected to include studies to measure the effectiveness of these approaches alongside design studies to explore ways to keep engagement with the interface high in order to sustain interaction.

6 SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN

Schools were contacted and the schools who agreed to participate then chose which children would participate. There was no filtering of children; we worked with the entire group that had consented and were present. In both venues all children had the language of the locality as their first language. Ethics clearance was obtained for both locations with each location staffed by one of the authors and the class teacher. The children had the study clearly explained to them and so, as well as having consent from adults, they also agreed to take part.
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